Puzzle it out!

1 Unscramble the words below connected with holidays, travel and hotels, and then fit them into the word puzzle.

| REGNESSAP | EAGRAG | EUTIS |
| NIGMMOCUT | TORPRAI | TEHOL |
| GENISTHESIG | YEJROUN | CIAFFRT |
| MTAFROLP | NOITATS | PSOHS |
| MOYCENO | KRPA | MYG |

2 When you have found all the words and correctly placed them in the word puzzle, make a sentence with each word.
TEACHER’S NOTES:

**Puzzle it out!**

**Aim:** to consolidate key vocabulary connected with holidays, travel and hotels from unit 10. This worksheet is designed to be used alongside the lead-in page.

**Time:** 40 minutes

**Materials:** photocopies of the worksheet for each student.

1. Ask students to fill in the table by using the unscrambled words. Check students understand ‘unscramble’ by doing the first one with them as an example.

   **Answers:** passenger, commuting, sightseeing, platform, economy, garage, airport, journey, station, park, suite, hotel, traffic, shops, gym

   Once the students have got their list of correct words, ask them to fill in the word puzzle using the letters to help.
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   2. For this activity get students to try to use the present perfect as a quick revision activity - they can be as creative as they like with the words otherwise.